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Introduction 

Public protest in Georgia’s mountainous Pankisi gorge over construction of Khadori 3 hydroelectric 
power plant grew into clashes between locals and the riot police on April 21. Police used tear gas and 
rubber bullets against the protesters, while locals threw stones at them. Several dozen people, including 
police officers and locals sustained injuries. Police cars were damaged and the construction machinery 
burned down. 

Several trolls1 have emerged on Facebook, acting online without revealing a true identity. They were 
justifying police operation in the Pankisi gorge, on the one hand, and spreading messages against the 
Pankisi gorge, the Kists and non-governmental organizations, on the other. The Myth Detector has 
revealed 15 trolls.  

● Two categories of trolls were identified: trolls, who steal the images of other people and those, 
who do not upload personal photos.  

● The trolls stealing the identities of others were mainly sharing in various groups the post of pro-
governmental expert, Gia Abashidze about the Pankisi developments, in which he accuses non-
governmental organizations of escalating tensions in the Pankisi gorge.  

● The majority of trolls, who do not upload any images or upload general photos, created their 
Facebook accounts in 2018. The majority of identified trolls were registered on Facebook in 
2018.  

● The majority of them leave comments on the posts published by other pages, never 
sharing/publishing posts on their own timelines.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 A troll is a person who acts online without revealing a true identity in order to obstruct healthy discussions between users on various 
websites, forums and social networks. Concealing a true identity is the main and most important characteristic of a troll. Trolls create 
fake online profiles, providing either no information about themselves, or false information, involving fake photos, contact information, 
information about education or workplace, hobbies and interests.  
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Trolls, who steal the identities of others  
ირინა 
მოსეშვილი2 

Russian singer Tatiana Bogacheva  

ქეთი ჯაფარიძე Amina Kapsh, Abkhaz model  
მიშა მიშა The image used by the profile on the Jewish dating site belongs to a 25-year-old Moshe, who lives in Tel-Aviv. 

ნატალია 
დევდარიანი 

User of Vkontakte, Inga Lace 

მაია  სივსივაძე User of Vkontakte, Galina Romanovskaya  
ნინო დიდებაძე User of Vkontakte, Anastasia Sayfutdinova 

თეონა ზედანია Italian fashion model Giulia Tordini 

                                                           
2 Some trolls either cancelled their facebook accounts or deactivated after publishing Georgian version of this report.  
     
    
   
 

https://www.facebook.com/irirna.moseshvili/photos?lst=100000288013053%3A100002555197488%3A1556099443
https://www.facebook.com/irirna.moseshvili/photos?lst=100000288013053%3A100002555197488%3A1556099443
https://www.facebook.com/qeti.japaridze.96/timeline?lst=100000288013053%3A100027640150364%3A1556098488
https://www.facebook.com/misha.msxaladze/timeline?lst=100000288013053%3A100002759105796%3A1556102720
https://www.facebook.com/natalia.devdariani12?__tn__=%2CdlC-R-R&eid=ARAZLRoeu3n9PoFlUuJz_7a-U-yKsbKF1AQheSZO63JpBvyghYr4VMKmQdTtsD7GVOQ80debuYR7HBAR&hc_ref=ARSN3uyI8H6IL1dDeu7-D9aeGoh8lOIxlnCgxq3uXuy9GyeAZN5LeLK7_yE3chiWFog
https://www.facebook.com/natalia.devdariani12?__tn__=%2CdlC-R-R&eid=ARAZLRoeu3n9PoFlUuJz_7a-U-yKsbKF1AQheSZO63JpBvyghYr4VMKmQdTtsD7GVOQ80debuYR7HBAR&hc_ref=ARSN3uyI8H6IL1dDeu7-D9aeGoh8lOIxlnCgxq3uXuy9GyeAZN5LeLK7_yE3chiWFog
https://www.facebook.com/maia.sivsivadze.7?__tn__=lC-R&eid=ARDNcDAmvZZh0RZt14tTULPT-PFuNUytZiko6Ys6Iy8_FiozyFt63SFj0_vjnZI9wKQCznWIv-6uQ7yY&hc_ref=ARSSi1dbdtGKtFYllA7zsoU0HvY7OlTEulCraQnTSs-ONmTIGZjpVlxd_SK1BCsKwP0
https://www.facebook.com/zedaniateona?fref=search&__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-R&eid=ARBeKaIjvQDTD2NA4a2SOAyOysu4hZpTMU0Ht9P0FHZAo5QGk6fBE1yRHVilRgcsnkQR-KT1iZbrDCJa
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 Trolls, who do not publish any personal information  
 
გიორგი 
ჩადუნელი 

 

 

This account has been renamed to Giorgi Chaduneli, but its profile URL still 
includes the name - Davit Zandukeli.    

Chaduneli’s timeline shows only two activities: uploading profile and cover photos 
in September 2018, meaning that the account was created in September 2018. The 
user has uploaded an image of a famous actor Keanu Reeves as a profile picture.   

დანიელ კაკაბაძე 

 

The user does not provide any personal information on Facebook. Shortly after 
creating the account, he liked the pages of large news agencies, then the pages of 
Bidzina Ivanishvili, Irakli Garibashvili, Sozar Subari and Georgian Dream. At the 
third stage of staying anonymous online, the user showed interest towards furniture 
and construction materials.  

The earliest activity on Daniel Kakabadze’s timeline is seen in May 2018, meaning 
that the account was registered just in that period. Among those few activities seen 
on the user’s timeline, most frequently he shares the posts of online edition 
Georgia and World and its author, Bakur Svanidze.      

ანასტასია 
ლევინსკი 

There are no profile/cover photos or timeline activities on the page. The user has 
no friends and has liked only the pages of news agencies.  

მაინერ გენერალ 
 
 

The user does not provide any personal information and no activities are seen on 
the timeline either. However, the user was very active in social networks regarding 
the Pankisi developments, making comments on the posts of various news 
agencies.   

დემე მეტრეველი 
 

The profile does not enable to identify the user; no photos are provided. The user 
has no friends and no activities are seen on the timeline either.   

თამარი 
ქართველი 
 
 

Tamari Qartveli’s page provides no personal information/activities, except for pro-
governmental comments left on various pages. The user has uploaded only the 
images of flowers. She has no friends and does not share information on her 
personal page. The user has liked governmental pages, as well as the pages 
supporting Bidzina Ivanishvili. 

ოლიკო ძნელაძე 
 
 
 

There are only two activities on Iliko Dzneladze’s timeline: 1) changing a cover 
photo; and 2) sharing a music link. The both activities are dated 2015 and no 
information has been shared on the personal page before or after this date. The 
user has no friends, while his profile picture depicts a car. The user was making 
identical comments on the materials of various news agencies regarding the 
Pankisi developments.  

John Smith3  The user had not published any information or post on his personal timeline. 
Neither had the user uploaded any image. He was actively spreading pro-
governmental messages in social networks, leaving comments on various posts. 
His Facebook comments on the Pankisi developments were quite aggressive.  

 

                                                           
3 The account has been deleted and deactivated for now.  

https://www.facebook.com/davit.zandukeli.9?__tn__=%2CdlC-R-R&eid=ARAiLhMdv_4pbjfUK0hMD4r2C1Le1j-LU1h-ZMokxiABmwtGTlJl38OZKALiOLQ2pjzB-Fwx7pNMwLAF&hc_ref=ARThDdTazy3yI8CAeAenqjkZN2Vy2OGgHR3fBKveOfNtP1iTSN4_H9phg-bKwys9fik
https://www.facebook.com/davit.zandukeli.9?__tn__=%2CdlC-R-R&eid=ARAiLhMdv_4pbjfUK0hMD4r2C1Le1j-LU1h-ZMokxiABmwtGTlJl38OZKALiOLQ2pjzB-Fwx7pNMwLAF&hc_ref=ARThDdTazy3yI8CAeAenqjkZN2Vy2OGgHR3fBKveOfNtP1iTSN4_H9phg-bKwys9fik
https://www.facebook.com/daniel.kakabadze/photos?lst=100000288013053%3A100026435649951%3A1556010042
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100012150486508
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100012150486508
https://www.facebook.com/deme.metreveli.589
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Messages spread by trolls on the Pankisi developments  
● Justification of the HPP construction in Pankisi gorge  

The identified trolls were trying in an organized manner to justify the construction of another HPP in 
Pankisi, frequently making comments on various posts and claiming that the planned HPP project was 
absolutely safe and would cause no harm to the environment. The trolls were trying to raise the issue in 
the context of Georgia’s energy security and energy independence, naming energy dependence on 
Russia as an alternative to rejecting the HPP construction in Pankisi.  
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● Justification of the Interior Ministry’s actions in Pankisi on April 21  
The identified trolls were actively trying in social networks to justify the operation carried out by the riot 
police in Pankisi on April 21. The trolls were calling locals “stone throwers”, on the one hand, and 
slamming them as “supporters of unrests” and the United National Movement, on the other.  
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Frequently, one and the same troll was making identical comments on various posts.   
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● Hate speech and inciting  strife  

Along with justification of the Interior Ministry, the trolls and Facebook pages were trying to discredit the 
Kists on religious grounds. Facebook page inews released a video aimed at inciting strife on religious 
grounds. The video is accompanied by a description, according to which locals in Pankisi were shouting 
Allahu Akbar. According to some comments made by trolls on other posts, the Kists have “another 
God.” Such actions aim at manipulating by religious feelings of Orthodox Christians as well as 
distancing and alienation of the Kist citizens of Georgia.  

Besides inciting a strife on religious grounds, Facebook pages and trolls were trying to portray the Kists 
and their supporters as separatists. A manipulation video went viral in social networks, where a Pankisi 
resident says that this is “our” village, while riot police officer responds that the village belongs to 
“Georgia.” The fragment was torn out of context, because the Pankisi resident did not mean any 
separatism or isolation under his words “our village,” but he was rather declaring about his rights as a 
citizen of Georgia. Moreover, the trolls dubbed the participants of the solidarity rally in Batumi as 
“separatists” and “betrayers of nationality,” linking it to their religious identity.  
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In a separate development, a troll associates the Kists with terrorism and describes female participants 
of the rally as “mothers of terrorists.”  
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● Trolls against non-governmental organizations  
Troll mobilization against non-governmental organizations over the Pankisi developments was carried 
out in two stages. A wave of discrediting emerged after Sulkhan Saladze of Georgian Young Lawyers 
Association arrived at Pankisi. The second development is related to the post released by pro-
governmental expert, Gia Abashidze on April 23, where he once again attacks non-governmental 
organizations, supposing that NGOs are triggering unrests in Pankisi gorge through their provocative 
actions. Moreover, Abashidze lists the sources of financing of those NGOs that work on civil integration 
issues and arrived at Pankisi to study the situation on the ground and protect the rights of locals 
(Georgian Young Lawyers Association, Human Rights and Monitoring Center, Public Defender Nino 
Lomjaria). Special emphasis was laid on the funding allocated by Open Society Georgia Foundation to 
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these organizations. Gia Abashidze’s post was later reposted by Georgian tabloids (lid.ge4, 
exclusivenews.ge5, pia.ge6), as well as newly created websites (Pressclub7, zetnews8, information 
page9, Caucasus press10), whereas the identified trolls were sharing information from these websites in 
various groups. Gia Abashidze’s comment, where he accuses NGOs of the Pankisi developments and 
questions the expediency of funding these organizations by OSGF, was also reposted on the website of 
Georgian Public Broadcaster on April 2311.   

Asked which particular NGO he meant, Gia Abashidze responded: “There is a community radio in 
Pankisi; Human Rights and Monitoring Center; there are Tamta Mikeladze and Sulkhan 
Bordzikashvili there, who were spreading fake news on that day about pressure exerted by police 
during negotiations. There are some other people, for example, Gela Mtivlishvili was saying that 
arrests and raids were underway. There is an information network, civil activity center. If we look 
at their websites and Facebook pages sponsored by them, they are saying without any 
arguments that small HPPs cause sterility; probably, they have mixed it up with the concept of a 
nuclear power plant,” Abashidze explained.  

He also noted that the mentioned non-governmental organizations are mostly financed by “Soros 
Foundation, Open Society – Georgia.”  

“There is nothing bad in financing, but sometimes they should be revised, when a separate NGO 
acquires a form of political narratives,” Gia Abashidze noted.  

Earlier on April 22, a campaign discrediting Pankisi activists, Pankisi Community Radio, Gela Mtivlishvili, 
head of Kakheti Information Center, and his colleagues was unleashed on Facebook. The page 
“ქართული სახელმწიფო (Georgian State)” created in 2019 was trying to discredit the activities 
carried out in Pankisi gorge, emphasizing that the grant to carry out these activities had been awarded 
by Open Society Georgia Foundation. The post also noted that NGOs were inciting a real strife in 
Pankisi gorge.  

 

 

                                                           
4 http://bit.ly/2IVn7tS  

5 http://bit.ly/2GB1bS1  

6 https://pia.ge/post/258327-gia-abasize-xom-ar-hqonda-adgili-pankisis-xeobasi-ramdenime-arasamtavrobo-organizaciis-mxridan-
provokaciul-qmedebebs  

7 http://bit.ly/2GyBamh  

8 http://bit.ly/2GERgvF  

9 http://bit.ly/2XImfg2  

10 http://bit.ly/2W5dlZP  

11 Georgian Public Broadcaster, Channel One, April 23, 2019, Gia Abashidze – Speculations of some non-governmental organizations 
about the Pankisi developments are identical to the National Movement’s agenda, https://1tv.ge/news/gia-abashidze-pankisis-
kheobashi-ganvitarebul-movlenebze-zogierti-arasamtavrobo-organizaciis-spekulaciebi-erti-ertshi-chajda-nacionaluri-modzraobis-dghis-
wesrigshi/  

http://bit.ly/2IVn7tS
http://bit.ly/2GB1bS1
https://pia.ge/post/258327-gia-abasize-xom-ar-hqonda-adgili-pankisis-xeobasi-ramdenime-arasamtavrobo-organizaciis-mxridan-provokaciul-qmedebebs
https://pia.ge/post/258327-gia-abasize-xom-ar-hqonda-adgili-pankisis-xeobasi-ramdenime-arasamtavrobo-organizaciis-mxridan-provokaciul-qmedebebs
http://bit.ly/2GyBamh
http://bit.ly/2GERgvF
http://bit.ly/2XImfg2
http://bit.ly/2W5dlZP
https://1tv.ge/news/gia-abashidze-pankisis-kheobashi-ganvitarebul-movlenebze-zogierti-arasamtavrobo-organizaciis-spekulaciebi-erti-ertshi-chajda-nacionaluri-modzraobis-dghis-wesrigshi/
https://1tv.ge/news/gia-abashidze-pankisis-kheobashi-ganvitarebul-movlenebze-zogierti-arasamtavrobo-organizaciis-spekulaciebi-erti-ertshi-chajda-nacionaluri-modzraobis-dghis-wesrigshi/
https://1tv.ge/news/gia-abashidze-pankisis-kheobashi-ganvitarebul-movlenebze-zogierti-arasamtavrobo-organizaciis-spekulaciebi-erti-ertshi-chajda-nacionaluri-modzraobis-dghis-wesrigshi/
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